“Shows”

A group of students from the Doga College performed on stage at Abdi İpekçi avenues. Then, a modern dance group of four dancers took the stage. After the modern dance performance, a dance group called “Tango to İstanbul” put on their show.

Abdi İpekçi avenue was occupied with different shows throughout the day. A pandomim group of three performers put out a performance throughout the street. Live sculptures were among the most applauded shows.

Bulutsuzluk Özlemi and Golden Horn Brass Quintet Concerts

Bedri Baykam took the stage for his World Art Day speech. After that, Baykam, he invited the rock group Bulutsuzluk Özlemi to the stage. Then after their concert, Golden Horn Brass Quintet took the stage and performed the last show of the celebrations on the Abdi İpekçi Avenue.